
’Let every nation know...that we shall pay any price, bear any
burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe, in
order to assure the survival and the success of liberty.’

John F. Kennedy
1961
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Technology" In Service to Whom 9.

Martin Radwin

Throuhout history, science and tech-
nology have been smeared, denounced,
and hated. They have been often vicious-
ly attacked by such groups as the Marx-
ists, medievalist-existentialists like
Fromm, transcendentalists such as Thor-
eau and Emerson, and finally the New
Left movement. At one time or another,
they have been blamed for practically
every problem of human existence. Today
they are but vanishing remnants of an
abandoned civilization, of a world retre-
ating to the mores of prehistorical sav-
agery. At the risk of being unfashion-
able in today’s intellectual climate, I
shall describe what life was like in the
United States a century and a half ago.
Back before the extensive development
of the villainous Frankenstein of tech-
nology.

Yellow Fever

The science of immunology was just
begimflng to be tnvestigat~ through-
out Europe widespread epidemics of small
pox, yellow fever, bubonic plague, and
typhoid fever would engulf entire villages
leaving a trail of pain and sickness and
death. Knowledge and techniques in the
fields of medicine and pharmacy were
thoroughly inadequate, and people stricken
with illness could expect little help from
either doctors or pharmacists. Conditions
in hospitals were often too horrible to
describe in words.

There were no automobiles or com-
plex systems of roads or highways. In-
stead, there were horse-drawn carriages
which travelled alonf unpaved dirt roads.
They were excellent for people who didn’t
want to go anywhere, because they went
nowhere. Even at a blistering pace of
five miles a~l hoar, passengers coald feel
the bumps and jolts of the ridep so they
were in no danger of falling asleep.

But even if better transportation were
available, where was there to go? There
were no movie theaters; motion pictures
had not yet been invented. People could
attend an occasional concert or play, but
the science of acoustics was not greatly
advanced, and difficulties were likely to
be encountered beyond the first few rows.
Those with impaired hearing were likely
to experience difficulty and discomfort
regardless of where they sat, since hear-
ing aids had not yet been invented.

There were very few good mattresse~
and few people,slept in comfort. Summer
days and winter nights were often rather
unpleasant, if not unbearable, since elec-
tric heaters and air conditioners had not
yet been invented. There were no wash-
ers and dryers for clothes or dishes,
and there were no vacuum cleaners or
garbage disposals, so women seldom were
confronted with the problem of how to
spend their leisure hours most construc-
tively.

No 8-Hour Day

Nor were men faced with such a prob-
lem. Men and boys worked in the fields
or in primitive factories for 12 to 16
hours a day in unbearable drudgery, with
seemingly no hope to rise to anything
better, with no improvement in sight.

There were no restaurants or ca/e-

terlas in which to eat, since electric
refrigeration bad not yet been invented to
preserve foods. Neither were gas or
electric stoves available. Meat was in-
variably tough, especially after being
broiled to a crisp to kill all the bacteria,
but eating it was probably worse. A large
portion of fruits and vegetables were in-
evitably devoured by insects, since in-
secticides were not used, but it would
have been cruel to have deprived the
insects of their fair share. Milk tended
to attract bacteria unless people drank it
immediately, and hideous illness and death
from drinking contaminated milk was not

hundreds of millions of people perished--
people who perished without ever knowing
of advanced technology.

No amount of evasion can conceal
any furthere, the fact that it was in the
capitalist United States that people were
, for the first time, elevated above that
form of existence. An existence un-
der which thousands of previous gener-
ations had perished. It was in the United
States that men and women were able
States that men and and women were
free to produce without governmental in-
terference, and science and technology
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Illusion...and Reality

uncommon, particularly among babies.
An enormous percentage of the popu-

lation was illiterate, and those who were
able to read generally could not ffford
the rather great expense of books. In
addition, there was no electric lighting,
and people who were far-sighted or near-
sigheted were required to rely on rather
imperfect lenses. How many millions of
people lived their entire lives in a world
forever out of focus before the science
of optometry began to emerge?
There were no jet airplanes on which
people could fly from Los Angeles to
London in 12 hours. Indeed, there were
many people who never ventured more
than 20 or 30 miles from their homes
in their entire lifetimes.

Throughout almost the entire duration
of mankind’s .history, living conditions
were drastically more horrible than this.
Even throughout most of the world today,
people are subsisting in stagnation and
misery, subjugated under the absolute
rule of totalitarian governments. Thus have

were free to develop unrestrictedly. It
was the capitalist United States that brought
more happiness and enjoyment to more
people than all of the dictatorships and
slaughterhouses of the world put together,
beth past and present.

This is my tribute, not only to science
and technology, but to this greatest of
nations. One which offered, for the first
time ever, an environment in which people
could live in freedom and prosperity.
One in which science and technology could
flourish and bring man to achievements
which had never before been conceived.
It is my tribute to the shopping centers
and restaurants and banks and department
stores and theaters all around us which
have added so much to our lives. It is
my tribute to freeways and automobiles
and railroads and airplanes, which have
kept the country movingforward to greater
and greater achievements. It is my trib-
ute to telephones, which have linked the
entire country together and have made
possible r~pid communication between ha-

tions. It is my tribute to television, which
has enabled me to see live color pic-
tures from the surface of the moon.
It is my tribute to medicine and immun-
ology, which have saved the lives of
millions of people. It is my tribute to
the skyline of New York, which offers
a sight of grandeur never to be equalled
by any product of nature. And finally,
it is my tribute to the ingenuity of the
American people, whose productivity and
inventions l~ve benefitted the world.

Yet throughout the centuries, technol-
ogy has been viewed with anger,mistrust,
hostility, and downright hatred. It has
seldom received more than a minute
fraction of the recognition it has so deep-
ly deserved.

In today’s atmosphere of cultural and
intellectual disintegration, it is becoming
extremely difficult to reveal one’s ad-
vocacy of reason and technology without
being branded as a vulgar materialist

or a selfish individualist, an advocate
of smog or water pollution, or a general
desecrater of our natural environment.
This type of intellectual intimidation has
won only by default of those alleged de=
fenders of technology who have never
dared to challenge it.

Technology- N ature

One of the most destructive fallacies
perpetrated by the anti-technologists has
been the technology-nature dichotomy: the
idea that technology has alienated man from
his natural environment. That technology
has doomed mankind to living in an arti-
ficial environment. The notion that the rise
of a division of labor in industrial pro-
duction has destroyed the factory worker’s
creativity and originality and alienated
him from his existence, than men will
eventually be reduced to unthinking robots.

Ironically, it is the proponents of this
dichotomy, through their advocay of a
’return to nature,’ who wish to see all
mankind reduced to this state forever.
Men cannot live the creative life when
they must devote the whole of their exis-
tence to obtaining enough food and water
to survive until the next day. Men cannot
really live when they must struggle every
second of their lives against the unen-
durable physical hardships of nature.

There is no way ever to win such a
battle; man is the loser to any floo~,
any storm, any plague which should chance
to occur. He may survive once or twice
or three times, but each victory is only
one more stay of execution until the
.~xt disaster.

Up the U.S !

Yet the greatness that was New York
City has collapsed into decay and deca-
dence. In an age when man is exploring
the moon, 300,000 people converge on
Woodstock for a festival in celebration
of drunken mindlessness. In an age of
reason and science, people are retreating
into the ’age of Aqarius,’ of astrology
and numerology, of witchcraft, of Eastern
mysticism.

Today, the conflict has reached its
climax. If the United States is to aban-
don science and technology, let it do so
with full knowledge of that which it has
abandoned and of that which it shall
obtain in its place.
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Week

¯ DELUSIONS OF GRANDEUR?-OkayyoJ long-suffering
people in Psychology classes, here’s your big chance.
Remember the Coast Cruiser, the money-losing bus
operated by the AS government? The one that has
last year’s AS president driving at $2.91 an hour?
Now, yea remember. Well, your friend and his, the
current AS president Paul Kaufmau, has big new plans
for the bus. Specifically, he plans to spend $13,000
for a new bus; which bus will be a louble-decker,
D2RECT FROM LONDON, ENGLAND! Kaufman hopes
to hornswoggle UC president Charles Hitch into pony-
ing up the money¯ EOP: cut back. Construction: cut
back. Faculty pay: cut back. Coast Cruiser: way up.
Now, here’s the contest: submit your essays of 250
words or less to DIMgNSION, explaining the tensions
which have driven Kaufman to this latest scheme.
The winning entry will merit a $1 (count ’em, one)
prize and may be published. Go to work!

¯ SWEET SUE-Speaking of interesting cases, Pres-
ident Kaufmaa’s girl, Sue Adjemian, has scored again.
Already she had racked up a good paying job at the
AS-supported Coffee Hut. Boyfriend Paul appoints the
Chairman of the Coffee Hut committee. Now she has
taken an all expenses paid trip tp our nation’s
taken an all-expenses paid trip to our nation’s capitol,
Washington, D.C. Seems a large company was looking
for student leaders to attend a conference. By merest
chance, Sue got the nod and the October vacation.
You gotta know the Right People...

"So much for the consumer vote. Now, if we can get
Charles Reich to balance

the ticket, we’H have the non-eonsumer vote."

II MASTERS OF DECEIT-DIMENSION’s m~naging ed-
itor, Jim Sills, is proud to announce his election as
a member of the UCSD Russian Club’s publicity comm-
ittee. Comrade Sills was the handpicked, and only,
candidate picked by the Party bosses.

¯ HERE, THERE..-Indeed, Ken Carr seems to be
everywhere. On the front page of the Triton Times
as the coJrageous student standing up to a middle-aged
lady. A2 the CtlanceIlor’s office intimidating the largest
bowl of jelly in captivity. And, finally, Busted at City

Scholia Ka rl Keati ng

What is ’The Liberal Heresy’

’Heresey:’ to the lib-
~~,: /~.eral mind the word itself ~,: j,draws visions of inquisi- -, :

tions, torture chambers,
fl;~--.,:, I~krecantations, and the death

of zillions (at least). Re- ~’:,.6,~ .~o~, ’~(r,.~
gardless of the volatility ’ ~ "~, .i
of the concept, I wish to ’ " ", "~
discuss it; more specific- "~- ~" .-/’-~:’ :.
ally, l wish to discuss the . ~//.~\"-"~’ ,.~0/
liberal heresey, and I use
the term in both the rel- ,t\ ~\~
igious and political senses, tleatiag

I write in response to several articles, all dealing
with Christianity, that have recntly appeared in the
TRITON TIMES, I shall not argue, as was done
In those other essays, the question: Does God exist?
This query, to my mind, is answerable only by an
act of faith, not by mathematical logic.

To introduce, in a vague sort of way, the liberal
heresy, I ~hould like to turn to the writings of Mal-
colm Muggerldge, the dean of British columnists.
I quote from Mr. Muggeridge, who is almost a sep-
tugenerlan, because he speaks from a singular van-
rage point: an ardent atheist in his youth, he just
recently embraced Christianity.

In his moving work, ’Jesus Rediscovered’, Mr.
Mugger,rig, notes that he can find no escape from
God, who, to the columnist’s consternation, wants
Mm. Even so, he says, one twists and turns, trying
to escape, because life would be so much simpler
without God. ’Perhaps (Muggerldge says) Nietzsche
was right when he said that God had died. Progres-
sive theologians with German names seem to think
so. ’Time’ magazine turned over one of its precious
covers to the notion. If God were dead, and eternity
had stopped, what a blessed relief to one and all!

’Then we could set about making a happy world
in our own way--happy in the woods like Mellors
and lardy Chatterly; happiness successfully pursued,
along with life and llber~, In accordance with the
Pblladelpldi speclflcstiou; happy the Wilson way, with
only one book to take to the post office--one book,

one happiness; happy in the prospect of that great
Red Apocalypse when the state has withered away,
and the proletariat reigns forevermore. If only God
were D H. Lawrence, or Franklin D. Roosevelt, or
Harold Wilson, or Karl M:-~rxl’

Here M-. Mugs, ridge is echoing Professor Eric
Voegelin, who notes that ’within Christianity itself...
there has existed a tension between the central tra-
dition which viewed man’s destiny as transcendent
and eternal and a suppressed tradition which looked
forward in time to the establishment of the Kingdom
of God in the world.’ This second tradition developed
into what has been termed gnosticism. The Trappist
monk Anselm Atkins sums up the situation quite well.
’The gnostic I) is dissatisfied with his situation, 2)
feels that the trouble lies in the way the world is
structured and run rather than in man himself, 3)
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jail for carrying a pistol and its ammunition in the
passenger area of his car. Carr screams/repression’
and who can doubt he has been unjustly treated by
hideous monsters...

¯ PASSING THE BUCK.- UCSD’s own circus, the Com-
munications Board, has finally abdicated its respon-
sibility, and will leave fundIng of the campus media
to a referendum. The vote will ask students which
media they like and Where the money should be spent.
The election will probably take place next January.
Stay tuned for more details...

¯ SUGGESTED READ[NG-4f possible, tryto wangle some
Nov. 22-26 copies of the ’Evening Tribune’ and read
Allan Merridew’s story on Third College. It covers
the story in unsurpassed detail. While sometimes slanted
in favor of Third College, it is still the best done
anywhere.
¯SPEAKING OF REPRESSION-Here’s a brief listing,

startIng with the most recent, of violent and coercive
acts at UCSD. January ’7h Prof. Arthur Jensen is
shouted dovai by SDS and THird College students. Nov.
’70:A1 Capp is run off the stage in the Gym by about
35 protesters. May ’70: Urey Hall and building 2A
are taken over and occupied by the S.D.S. Money is
stolen, private correspondence is lifted and reprinted.
Several students are attacked. May’69, SDS goon squads
attack students trying to attend classes In their so-
called ’student strike.’ May ’69: Militants break into
and occupy the Registrar’s Office demanding the ap-
proval of a radical Third College plan. February ’69:
SDS’ers physically bar a Marine recruiter from an
emNoymeat office, thus ’protecting’ students who might
want to talk to him. November ’68: A mob of 250
students march through and disrupt several classes
in protest to Governor Reagan ...........

¯ HEE HAW!-Remember the fanous [>avid Harris-
Joan Baez marriage,° The political-personal union that
made the Habsburg matches look amateurish by com-
parison? Well, having cranked out a couple of albums
taking full advantage of Harris’ imprisonment, our
beloved Jenny Phony has got into her XKE and lam,aed
out. The seperatlon was announced last month in Cal-
ifornia. Thus endeth romance.

¯ Each quarter of its three year existence,DIMENSiON
has presented an award to an outstanding member of
the UCSD comma alty. The award, named for its first
recepient, is voted to those who have saow~, ~he moral
courage and stamLna to oppose the forces of Unreason.
This quarter’s winner of the Charlie Chong M.:~m:rial
Award is a rather unlikely individual. She has m~de
her name as a liberal, and as a force at the TRITON
TtME~, that seemingly perennial spokesman for the
AS and administration. This year, however, the concerted
attack of KSDT, Third College, and the AS on the Tri-
ton Times budget has forced an awakening. Through
long hours of acrimonious debate, which were partic-
ularly painful to her, she fought to keep the Triton
Times solve.at and independent. For the first time
in memory the TIM-:S has editorialized against the
AS and administration, and has ceased to be the AS
public mouth piece. Thus, an encouraging, independent
future lays ahead for the TRITON TIM::S. One in
which no group will win soecial favors.
The editors are proud to announce that Mtss Molly
Selvin, editor-in-chief of the Triton Times, is the
winner of the Charlie Chong M,~.morial Award. She will
receive a generous prize.
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holds that salvation is possible, 4)expects the sal- ii::ii::i
vation to come about through an actual historical

about, and 6) believes that he himself holds the key
to salvffic change.’ In the Christian sense, then, gnos-
ticism is heretical.

We are now at the crux of the matter. From the
gnostic heresy developed the liberal heresy, which is
the political manifestation of gnosticism In the West-
ern world. The liberal heresy claims that man, through
his rationality and institutions, is capable of produc-
ing the good llfe; no mention is made ot God or any
transcendent values. Though the llheral may helieve
in Almighty God, on Earth he pictures the Prime
Mover to be Almighty Man. The road to the good
life is laid down by Progress, their psuedo-delty
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Objective Vai.es?

Dear Editor
Granted that the intellectual interests

of the present undergraduates are unin-
spired, Kevin Olson’s article (’The Dis-
contents of Student Culture’, DIMENSION
Nov. 10) conspicuously fails to demonstrate
more than concern. In particular, it fails
to demonstrate the conclusion of your
piece, that the solution to this lament-
able state of affairs is a return to a
belief in/an objective moral order.’ This
belief, inspiration of fanatics of all stripe
(religious, Nazi, Communist), is un-
supported by reason.

Also I note that the ’not inconsider-
able worth’ of Plato, Newton, Einstein
and Mozart does not lie in their moral-
,zing.

While I believe that it is desirable
that humans in social circumstance have
definite values inculcated, I fail to see
that:
(a) this should constitute a ’system’
as in ’value system.’
Co) these values should, or can, be seen
as in any way being ’objective.’
(c) these values should be ’based 
the standards of tradition.’
(d) the other qualities which you attrib-
ute to values are applicable

In short, I do not see why a value
needs to be more than a values- a value
does not need to be objective in order
to be a value, or a desirable value.

The problem, I suppose, is that many
people have accepted this bit of fallac-
ious reasoning: Values are culture rel-
ative. No values are objective. Therefore,
one should (can) have no values.

The conclusion does not follow from
the premise. But I reject the argument
because it is logically unsound, and take
the premise to be an empirical fact.
You apparently reject the premise. I think
that your position is not rigorouslydefens-
ible. Thank you,

Dave Cole
Philosophy Department

Mr. Olson, wakened from his psuedo-
intellectual slumbers, replied as follows:

Yet, since Keating and Sills seem to run
everything, how could someone interest, dr
really do what they want?

Thank you,
William Randolph

Mr. Randolph:
Mr. Keating and I have ’run things’

only to the extent that we have been
forced to. Neither of us wishes to spend
30-35 hours a week keeping DIMENSION
and the Right alive. We have had no
choice.

We will have a similar lack of choice
at the end of this year when beth of us
leave UCSD. it DIMENSION and an active
opposition to the mindlessness of the
radical Left are to survive, persons like
you must come forward. Mr. Keating and
I have been honored to be your lobbyist
the last few years.

in the Muir Appartments, or to call
223-7774 after 6 p.m.

More ’Discontents’
Dear Sirs:

Mr. Kevin Olson (’The Discontents of
Student Culture,’ DIMENSION, Nov. 10,
1971) presents us with a strange set of
conflicting propositions. First he remarks
that anti-intellectualism is fairly common
on university campuses. There is a cer-
tain degree of truth in this claim, and
I deplore this as much as he does. Fur-
ther reading, however, makes it clear
that Mr. Olson’s notion of ’anti-intellec-
tualism’ is a peculiar one, to say the
least. Anti-intellectualism, in Mr¯ Olson’s
terms, apparently consists of an inabll-

Correspondence
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Dear Mr. Cole:
You fail to understand that what is

needed are culture-wide values, not merely
values for each individual. Therefore,
(a) we need a value system, in order
to make our values into a coherent whole,
Co) we must assume that they are ob-
jective, in order to be able to make
judgments, and (c) these must be based
on the standards of tbe tradition of West-
ern civilization, for the simple reason
that one should cho~se principles over
heresies.

I agree with your syllogism, but also
do reject the premise, and am prepared
to rigorously defend my position. For a
more authoratative defense, I would sug-
gest James Burnham’s ’The Suicide of
The West.’ (It’s about liberalism).

A Real Opportunity

DeclinatiON carries little blurbs that
nvite new staff naembers in each issue.

We enjoyed the referendum last yea~
that declared the students against build-
ing takeovers, class disruptions, intimi-
dation, and undemocratic student strikes.
We have watched, and acted, as the Left
has declined to its present state. It was
DIMENSION which took up the cudgels
agaisnt AS government and gave them
their first electoral defeat in memory by
cutting their salaries in half. We brought
you the apearance of William Buckley
last year, and we have always given you
honest coverage events: undeterred by
the AS or the administration.

But now is the tim~
for us to be replaced. And the sooner
the better for our tired old bones.

Agingly yours,
Jim Sills

p.s. anyone interested in keeping the old
rag going is urged to drop by Suite K-7

ity to be sufficiently overawed by the
glories of traditional Western culture.

We are told that this anti-intellectual-
ism is a consequence, direct or indirect,
of the doctrine of relativism, that is,
’the belief that no culture, no idea, no
concept, no epistemology is superior to
another...’ Olson mentions Chomsky as
an example of a person holding such a
’relativist’ position. The concept of lin-
guistic relativism, that is the concept
that no language is superior, in either
an esthetic or functional sense, to any
other language, is a basic tenet of struc-
tural linguistics. It was propunded long
before Noam Chomsky was born, and was
an axiom of linguistics long before the
advent of the anti-intellectualism that Mr.
Olson so deplores. Has this long-held
position of linguistic relativism contrib-
uted to such anti-intellectualism? Hardly.
There is no way for me, as a linguist,
to ’prove’ that a language is superior
or inferior to some other language.

Scholia (Continued from Page Z)

which, by being manipulated by Government, shall
eventually bring the New Age.

In short, the liberal believes that man, through
his own actions, can eventually erase his faults, thereby
eliminating war, poverty, suffering, and a thousand
other things which proclaim our imperfections. Thus
we are told that world government or disarmament
or population control will save us.

The conservative, by contrast, notes that tech-
nology, if wisely applied, can ameliorate some of
these evils for a certain length of time; but he also
notes that man rides a sinusoidal curve and that
after every rise comes a fall. In religious terminol-
ogy the conservative would say that man suffers
from Original Sin, which means that he has, and
always will have, ineradicable flaws in his nature.
No prestidigitation by machine or government will
will bring the Millenium. The liberal heresy is thus
based on an illusion. ¯

Bootblack
(Continued from Page 7)

Dear Senator McGovern:
My, how good it is to hear

from you! Mr. Hoover informed me
of your recent trip to South Viet-
nam, and Mr. Helms even showed
me a few pictures of you at that
church meeting. Frankly l am ~,ot
very certain why a chur:.h meeting
full of antigovernment and antiwar
forces in South Vietnam would have
any Communist agents in it at all.
You surely would not find any Corn- "
m,nists at an antiwar or antigov-
eminent meeting in NORTH Vienam,
though a few police might drop in.

My guess is that the Chief of
Saigon’s Police is either antirelig-
ious or he had had a bad night

at the baths. Maybe he takes the
public statements you make in Amer-
ica more seriously than we do. Or
perhaps he just wants to hurt your
chances of becoming President of
all the people. But do not fear,
no one is going to hurt your chances
now.

Next time you’re in the neighbor-
hood, stop by. My son wants to
challenge you to a game of jacks.

---GW P

THE P.O.W.

Copyright 1971. the
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cannot prove that Navaho is superior to
say, Englsih or German. The question
is not a meaningful one, just as the
question of cultural superiority is’not
meaningful to an anthropologist. It is
this obiectlve framework which makes
rational, intellectual work in linguistics
or anthropology possible.

Furthermore, I am quite sure that
Chomsky would not hold that no idea can
be considered to be superior to some
other, possibly conflicting, idea. In fact
I am sure that Chomsky, or any other
’relativists’ that Olson mentions, would
be delighted to demonstrate to him the
superiority of their ideas to his.

Questions of cultural or linguis:ic su-
periority may not be meaningful to an
anthropologist or a linguist, however they
appear to be avidly pursued by those of
Mr. Olson’s temperment. If they could
’prove’ somehow, that English or German
is a better language than those of some
non-Western culture, than their own pre-
judices wouldappearto have some support.

Mr. Olson tells us that we should
reaffirm our devotion to Western society,
while rejecting the ’utoplanism and coll-
ectivism that formed the scourges of its
history,’ and he implies that this will
solve the problem of anti-intellectualism
in the university. I think that it is finally
becoming generally recognized that the
real scourge of Western society has been
its barbaric treatment of those cultures
that we have deemed inferior to ours.
It appears to me to be the infantile,
istorted reasoning of M:. Olson and
those of his persuasion that represents
the true anti-intellectualism in the uni-
versity, and in the ’outside world.’

Sincerely yours,

Prof. Timothy Smith

Assistant Professor
Linguistics Dept.. UCSD

The editors reply:

Professor Smith: Your analysis is re-
markable for its breathtaking superficial-
ity. (1) I never said that Chomsky was
the creator of linguistic relativism, mere-
ly that he is a proponent of it, which
I am sure you will agree with. I am sure,
also, that Chomsky considers some ideas
to be superior to others; this is evidenced
by his asinine criticisms of American
foreign policy. (2) It is true that rela-
tivism may be useful in certain modes
of study, such as anthropology or ling-
uistics. W,hat I object to is the extension
of this philosophy into the practical world,
where big fish eat little fish who don’t
defend themselves. Relativism, when it
comes to mean the abscence of values
or moral judgments, is a poison eating
away at the integrity of a civilization

and is weakening its ability to stand
up to aggression. In other words, if
we were to be governed by anthropolo-
gists, linguists, or people who share
your world view, it would be a short
reign. I suggest you rearrange your notion
of barbarism.

Kevin OIson

Prof. Smith:
You say there has been no connection

between linguistic’s acceptance of cul-
tural relativism and the rise ot polit-
ical anti-intellectualism of the Marcuse-
New Left style. (You know, like trying
to run Professor err (’anti-socialist ele-
ment’) off campus, or Professor Man-
singer (’racist teaching’), or Professor
Penner (’war research’) or .... )

Yet, is it only a coincidence that
the Modern Language Asso:iation was
one of the first scholarly academic or-
ganizations to be taken over and used as
a propaganda outlet by the New I_e.ft~a
few years back? I think not.

Jim Sills

Oh, Know?
Editor:

I find it hard to believe that your
paper would run dissenting opinions. You
wouldn’t print a letter I wrote,woulet
you?

Ray Thompson

No. -ed.
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’Alternatives’ Student Groups Ethnic Culture: Can You Meet the Test?

Organization V. Individual

William Stoddard

Every organization naturally tends to grow to the
limit of the resources available to support it. Further,
every organization naturally grows in such a way as to
best exploit these resources and keep them coming in.
This tendency takes precedence over any other aims of
the organization. Once in a very long time, some man
of unusual character will destroy his own organization
before it gets out of touch with reality, as Stewart
Brand destroyed the Whole Earth Catalog; but this
becomes imp~ssible once it’s out of his control. An
illustration can be seen in the history of the Commu-
nist nations: they have been promising for decades
the withering away of the State, and the State has
merely become larger and more oppressive.

The tapeworm lives in the human digestive tract. It
starts out as a single tiny segment of flesh; but once it
becomes firmly attached, so that it can’t easily be
expelled, it starts to expand. It ends up hundreds of
segmmts long, living off of food diverted from the
nourishment of the human body, contributing nothing,
and scattering its eggs through the world by way of
human feces.

If one can imagine a tapeworm lecturing its victim on
its own moral virtues and functional necessity, one will
have a good portrait of the Associated Student gov-
ernment (not to m~ation others more widely known.)

The Current Cause

To understand an organization, one should s~rt out
by paying little attention to the moral proclamations of
its participants. Moral proclamations, after all, are
cheap. Look, instead, at how it is supported. Any thug
:an ":latin to be serving your best interests, any con
artist to be supplying you with useful, even essential,
goorJs and services. Politics attracts its share, or more
than its share, of thugs and con artists. Listening
to "hem it revealing psychologically, but their state-
meats seldom ,.:detain facts, anti never the important
unes. Look at what they do, and at what enables them
to do it.

An :)rganization depeu’]s on people’s participation and
~:upl) ~rt. When thg-;e are v, duntary, it take:, f,..,rm., rang-
irl~ fr.>n: ~). ~’oIiH;llln;tl Jr h’at~raa] groa;., t,.~ ’i private
f}rm :.p?ratiag a:l the fre~- market. ~3,’ilen they ar~:
...,iliF, uls)r:~--.ba:~e(1 t)a I,,rc;:, fra’,l!, ()r ]ir~,l’;’:: fr’lll

hieher authorit.v-theform ra:l.y fr,m~ d.iv,: /arm
anl lraftel army to ,-rim!an[ ~ang aud political eli-
~archy. tiere ,it V,5S!), there .e:,:ists a good sample of
the latter.

There is a key principle in term~ of which,,rgani-
zation can be stu4ied: those which depend on your in-
formo~l and willing consent will serve your nee.Is, since
they will lose your support if they do nut; those which
4epend on compulsion will fail to serve your needs,
since their own survival requires that they specialize
in the functions which support them---and these will
go on however bad they get, as long as their apparatus
of compulsion is good enough (viz. The Coast Cruiser-.ed.)

A voluntaristlc association falls apart when people find
that it can be replaced by a better one; this happens
everywbere from love relationships to law firms. A

compulsory one falls apart only when it becomes in-
competent at compalsien. Naturally, the first type work
to serve people’s needs; they would cease to exist
otherwise. Naturally, the second type go through a
division of labor, and end up populated by those skilled
in misleading the people, in forcible repression, and in
selective ass-kissing. (Right on.t- ed.) These are, after
after all, the skills on which their funds and their pres-
liege alike depend.

Heroic Theme

A good example is before us in the ASUCSD (As-
sociated Students of UCSD). This organization, naturally,
can offer you fine platitudinous cliches about its service
to the students. The platform of the Nazis contains
similar platitudes; the various communist regimes do not
lack for assurances for their people. But, in fact, the
ASUCSD is based on two and only two important facts:
the University administration is ready to compell everyone

(THIS YEAR’S A.S. PRESIDENT IS SWORN IN}

’...the AS officers feel dependent on the ego
reinforcement of acting as litlte tin god ~"

to back student government, unless a great many sin-
dents actively oppose them, thus making available a
large amount of money; and, two, this money can be
spent in ways which enhance the egos of student poli-
ticians through prestiege, not to mention enhancing
their wealth. (Did yea know that last year’s AS presi-
dent is now driving a bus supported by AS subsidies,
$2,000 so far, one which is more expensive than driv-
ing, less convenient than hitchhiking, and thus too little
used even to break even, nay even to pay for its own
drivers’ salaries? We were wondering last year why
Palcic was so devoted to the Coast Cruiser; now we
know---it got him a job.)

Philosophically Illiterate
Any organization such as the AS is necessarily

inequitable. If it were to spend our money as we wanted,
then it would not have to force us to give it up by way
of a $6 quarterly charge. (Which charge is enforeced
by the administrators, since you can’t register for
classes without joining and paying.) If AS served us
each of us would willingly contribute to support the
services he actually used, rather than do without. The
money lost by extra payments for some services would
be balanced by money not lost on services we don’t
use. In other words, the AS could more justly be re-
placed by a network of families, clubs, entrepreneurs,
communes, symposia, and other such groups. Nor would
it be necessary to dissolve the present organization;
it could easily remain in existence, suplx’rted by volun-
tary fees and voluntary meml~rship, as long as its
services were of use to some of us. After all, at most
of our high schools, membership In the AS was volun=
~ry, yet they staled solvent since enough students were
interested in football and dances. Is our own ASUCSD

saying it lacks the appeal of even a phony high’school
government? To be sure, with voluntary membership,
the AS might shrink; it need not vanish. All that the
present arrangement does is to create an endless
struggle among various interest groups for handouts
and influence to use against each other. Student life
sometimes takes on the appearance of a minor war
because of this process; and such warfare serves no
useful function.

The Value of Work

Given that the students could be better served by
having no enforced government, why do we still have one?
A partial answer can be found in two motives of the AS:
they don’t want to engage in the hard work of actually
serving other students’ needs, worl at which,in anycase,
they have developed no skill. And, secondly, the AS of-
ficers feel dependent on the ego reinforcement of acting
as little tin gods. As David Shaw wrote last year on
AS President Paul Kaufman’s campaign/He really wants
to be prom queen.’

Unifiniehed...

For someone used to the artificial
games of student politics, doing without his weekly fix
of authority over others can be terrifying. Paul and
his friends are turned on by having blacks, women, con-
servationists, and the other self-defined interest groups
come to them for support---support with money compul-
sorily extracted from the same people who make up
these groups, and from others who would have nothing
to do with any of them voluntarily.

Imperfect Finis

But there is a deeper reason why people support
the AS oligarchs. This has to do with the idea of unity
Many people want to feel that we are all together, and
that Daddy is looking out for us. Well, Daddy is human
too, and he isn’t going to do a very good lob as long
as you stay dependent on him. As for commnnity, the
richest and m~.st creative communities have been those
in widch meny traditions, cultures, 4isciplines have corn:
together ia fermenting confusion. The ancient Greeks
are one example: a quarrelsom,~. mix of Indo-European,
proto-European, Egyptian, Paoenician, Mesopetamiaa,
and MTkeneaa influences. This was a ,:ornmt;nity ",v!~ich
generated the first great age of human creativity, el the
affirmation of the splendor of man’s existence. To try
to be united and in agreement-usually imposed agree-
ment- can only be called retreat from this challenge
of greatness. The University has the power to generate
this creativity, more than any other institution in Amer-
ica; why should we stifle it in political bargaining’.’
Caligula, the notorious Roman emperor, said,’I wish the
human race had one neck, and I would cut it.’ The AS
is more modest: it gives us no sword, but only a leash.
We would do far better to accept our own diversity
and build on it, instead of forcing each other’s support.
Let us leave each other in peace, if we cannot ~ork
together by mutual consent without impesed
’law and order.’ We will all learn far more that way. ̄

Remember the Black Culture Test
recently published in the TRITON TIMES?
Well, we don’t know when to leave a
good thing alone, so we have acceeded
to the demands of two other ethnic groups
to publish similar culture tests.

1. If a man is called a ’he-dad’ then he
is----a Polack, a surfer, an ashtray, a
mulatto.

2. If a Poor White Trash reader thinks
your newspaper is/boss’ then he is:say-
ing he likes it, five years behind current
slang, thinks it is racist.

3. The opposite of ’teeny-bopper’ is :Fox,
Jane Fondu, Belle Ahzug, John Kenneth
Galbraith.

4. George ’Cornpone’ Wallace got famous
for playing: chitlins, a kazoo, his mouth,
the part of a bigot.

5. Rice-a-rent, a white soul food, will
taste rubbery unless you: throw up, throw
it out, eat at Colonel Sanders.
d

6. The first American pioneer to take
up residence at now predomi~ntly black
Washington, D.C. was: Johnny Appleseed,
the Swamp Fox, Commander Whitehead,
John Adams.

lVl, my whites think Oct. 3 should De declared
a holiday because on that day: Jefferson
Davis wns born, Belgian refugees escaped
from black terrorists in the Congo, Span-
isn Catholic armies drove the M,ors
,put of Spain, Annette FunL:ello got her
hrst brae

Poor White Trash

8. Donald Frishman recently was released
from North Vietnam. Name the rema;ming
1500 ’Hanoi Brothers.’

9. Two members of Ghengis Khan’s army
were white. Name them.

10. Name three stars of the Roller Derby.

11. Dorothy Provint; ran I: white cultural
hi:~tory by !)emg the fist p,erson to a,l-
vertis~: her 1))17,’ it’ :: tai%.dl,),l~ i)o:,th,
her ig~:oraa .:, .,r ’! o":fi< ~ti:lu~.’

Tierra del Fuegan

9. Many Tierra del Fuegans think Feb-
ruary 30 should be made a lethal holi-
day in Tierra del Fuego because it was
on that da~-4he slaves were freed in
Costa Mesa, M’attenchop Chomper was
born, Ugga Fooga died, Nepalese audi-
ences first discovered Bernsteinar.

10. The first priest to perform open-
heart sacrifice was a Tierra del Fuegan...
Who was he?

II. A Tierra del t’uegan chiropractor
developed the technique for extracting
arl, l prc,-,erving hunlJ~? skulls froal ~>:tD-
tivc>:. Wuat was hiy llarll~’/

Flip Wilson
the Traditionalist

lay Parker

Whether you’re talking to the lady who
works part-time at Sears or ’IV critic
Harry Harris, you are guaranteed to evoke
excitement when discussing Clever
Clerow, better known as Flip Wilson.

A middle-aged woman who works part-
time for one of the Sears department
stores in Philadelphia, was asked what
night she would like to have df. Her in-
stant reply was "Thursday of course, Flip
Wilsonls on." ’IV critic Harry Harris and
others have named FHp Wilson "Comic of
the Year." Legions of Atnerieans, black
and white, have rearranged their
scbedulns to make it possible to view Flip.

In this observer’s opinlou, Flip Wilson is
the greatest entertainment phenomenon
since the aborted "Amns and Andy" rldlo
and telev~ion ibow, aad rivals it in
popularity. Ao2ordln~ to tl~ New York
Dally New~ radio and TV critic Ben Orans,
"Amos and And,/" changed everyone’s
life-style during its am. Critic Gross
r~ealls that bofore the advent of the
transistor radio oae could hear the "Amos
and Andy" show while strolling down the
m’entz of any American city. Gro~ said
just about all homes would have their
windows up and tha show turned uP in
volume.

Thens is mffieient empirical evidence to
~om~mtmm l~tp’s mu,-~ p~u~ty.
The "Flip Wil~m ~m¢’ had, ~t the start
d 1~/1, pr~ ¯ ~/.1 W ~t "AA"
(av~.q;e vim~q) maUmml mtl~ ml am

astounding 42 per cent "share" which apart from the boyish grin, is his "hustler"
means that of every 100 homes tuned to haircut of the early fifties which ap-
television nationally, 42 per cent were parently means a lot to him. If it did not
zeroed in on Flip and his outrageously mean a lot surely he would have suc-
comic characters: the Rev. Leroy, hustler cumbed to the pressure of the fads, which
Pastor of the Church of What’s Happeningare so enormous on public figures. Con-
Now; or Freddie Johnson, raunchy
bachelor who can’t kee9 his hands off the
girls; or the fiercely independent, shrill-
voiced, aggressive and sexy Geraldine
Jones. In terms of free market place
success, Flip Wilson’s Show is raking in
the dough.

The man responsible for this success
read everything he could on comedy and
comedians, studying the professional
comics from the time he was a youngster.
He learned thev that it took fifteen .years
for most of them to become successful
furmymen. Flip says, "I’m a stow-teller
rather than a comedian, because story-
tellers last longer." Flip contends that he
is a host and that he is not limited to acts or
routines, as were some other blacks who
had their own shows but couldn’t make it
because, as Wilson puts it, "They weren’t
equipped." By this he means that "they
were out of their bags as hosts." Blacks
have been successful in dramatic and
situation comedy shows--such as Bill
Cosby and Diahann Carroll--but Leslie
Uggams, Sammy Davis, Jr., and the late
Nat King Cole didn’t last as hosts of TV
variety shows. Clerow (Flip) Wilson, who
may well be the first black comic in
modern times to reintroduce black ethnic
humor in a raffish, self-assured way,
realizes that be is black, but is convinced
that his show will succeed or fail on its
(and his) own merits.

Visibly, Flip is a fantutic traditionalist.
When one views Flip, the first thing seen,

sider the new look of "peace" cheerleader
Sammy Davis, Jr., who abandoned his
lacquered looking process for the "fro."
Dresswise, Flip did not go the route of the
Nehru suit and the Mao jacket like so
many others.

Flip has also bucked the pressures to
conform by doing the unpopular. He had
the nerve or the courage, depending upon
your point of view, to do a series of
National Guard commercials and public
service announcements on radio and TV,
at a time whenit was not in his best in-
terest according to some "crazies" and
"moderates."

There are some who wrestle with Flip
Wilaon’s "degree of blackness." They fear
that Flip is not joining swelling ranks of
those who call themselves "Black"
regardless of pigmentation. These are the
same persous who are upset because Flip
Wilson does not appear to be one of "the
’lost’ children of the diaspora who will he
gathering their pride and power about
them and coming home again."

Flip means a lot to all Americans--
young or old; black, white or plaid.
Those of us who remember, say that Flip
Wilson is the greatest since Amos and
Andy. Surely Flip has brought us together.

u

Jay Parker ia Director o] Com-
munity Affairs and Spec/al Projects

We heartily concur with the authors
of the Black Culture test and other ’cul-
ture’ tests, in their clear demonstration
that racial differences are important and
should be emphasized.

Therefore, we of the Center for the
Study of Tierra del Fuegan Culture have
put together this test for rating your
’Tierra del Fuegan Culture I.Q’

L If a man is called a ’gour’, then he
is---.a queer, a drunkard, a Peruvian,
a priest.

2. If a Tierra del Fuegan reader of
your paper thinks it is really,’up’, he
means it is---dowu, printed on peyote
leaves, up shit creeek, more recent than
M~ gellan.

4. Muttenchop Chomper got famous play-
ing what musical instrument---kazoo, harp-
sichord, chombone, his nose.

5. Wire did Ugga Fooga kill in the fam-
ous flues legend---Juan Peron, one mil-
lion germs on contact, P~mp the Pacific
Penguin, Billy Graham.

6. Jazz pianist Leonal Gamal Bernstein-
er adopted that Arabic name after he
was discovered by Nepalese audiences
and became famons~ Tierra del Fuegans
know him under his previous name, which
was--Tom, Dick, Harry, Joe.

7. Cheap chompers taste condomy unless
you cook them long enough. How long
should they be cooke~t---nine months,’ many,
many mo~ns’, one wLnk of a penguin
eye, they alw,%~’s taste that way.

8. I’he lir<" l"~,J:] tu s.4th: ~m lhe sih.
of what i’- now Bioxli, Mississippi wa.~ a
Tierta ,l,,] I :r:::_;:m. Wl~at is I~t~ :Hmc’.’

for the Young Americans for
Freedom in Washington, D.C. He is
also the Director of YAF’s Speakers’
Bureau and a member of Negro
Airmen International.

Sen. Kennedy
Meet

Sen. Kennedy

"in an emotional exchange with relatives of
U.S. prisoners and men missing in action,
Kennedy harshly dismissed President Nixon’s
proposed trip to China as a ’smoke screen.’
’While he’s over there in Peking your hus-
bands and sons are rotting,’ Kennedy told the
families."-United Press International dispatch,
Sept. 28, 1971.

"...rarely, I think, has the action of any Pres-
ident so captured the imagination and sup-
port" of the American people as President
Nixon’s magnificent gesture last week for the
improvement of our relations with China ....
President Nixon will carry the prayers of
every citizen with him to Peking, and the
cause of peace will be richer."--sen. Kennedy
in the Congressional Record, July 19, 1971.
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Van den Haag’s ’Jewish Mystique’
Michael Kogan

Like most Jews, I love to read--like
most everyone, I love to read about
myself. This double passion for i ) reading
and 2) self-examination sends me off in the
direction of the nearest bookstore
whenever I happen upon a review or an-
nouncement of a new "book about the
Jews" Weekly perusal of the national best
seller lists has led me to conclude that I am
far from alone in these habits. Week after
week. one finds that a majority or at least
a large minorily of the books so listed are
eilher by or aboul Jews. It may well be
that Jews make up the single largest group
among the American reading public--a
remarkable possibility when one considers
that only three percent of our population is
Jewish. We do know that the State of Israel
boasts the highest per capita book sales in
the world. From the figures available, it is
clear that the Israelis devour books with
the same ferocity with which the Arabs

would like to devour the Israelis.

HO Boyl

The result of all this has been a con-
tinunus flood of books of Jewish in-
terest-some excellent, some ghastly,
most of only passing interest. Lately there
have appeared so many works belonging
in the last two of these categories, that I
was hardly prepared for what I found
between the covers of The Jewish
Mystique. I opened the book as a skeptic; I
review it as a convert. It is compact, to the
point, occasionally truly original, often
insightful, very often highly amusing, and
always absorbing. It is written with a
sympathetic understanding of its human
subject which may be accounted for by the
author’s psychoanalytic tralning--or
simply by his essential humanity and
goodwill which shine from every page of
the hook. yel never cloud his vision nor
lessen his objectivity.

Dr. Van den Haag begins his study with
a short yet comprehensive discussion of
Jewish character, religion, and history. He
observes, correctly, that all three are
inseparably intertwined and he clearly
knows his subject when he writes:

The endogenous Jewish self-image,
carefully cultivated in a lifelong
process of education, remained
strong enough to vouchsafe survival
and self-respect. The essence of it
was that God had chosen the Jews
for a special destiny which required
their suffering and absolute fidelity
to the laws He had given .... Sur-
vival-survival as Jews--for
millenia was their first priority. For
that they suffered; for that they bore
burdens no slave could be lashed or
bribed into bearing’, for that they
underwent toil which no pleasure or
pain addressed to the senses would
lead one Io undergo. For that, they
survived.

Here, as elsewhere, Van den Hang rises
to his subject and offers us heroic writing
for a heroic theme. But, he is also perfectly
capable of using humor to make his always
telling points. In his chapter on "Why Anti-
Semitism," we find the following con-
versat ion:

"Everything that is rotten in the
world," said the anti-Semite to the
Jew, "is the fault of the Jews."
"That’s true,", said the Jew with
great conviction. "You’re absolutely
right. The Jews and the people who
eat bananas."
"Why the people who eat bananas?"
"Why the Jews?"

But, he does not dismiss anti-Semitism
with a joke-or even with a simple
descril~ion of its various manifestations.

Jewish IQ

True to his paychoanalytic calling, he
offers an analysis--lutroductory and
generalized, to be sure, but strikingly

,accurate as far as it goes-of the
i peychological roots of this irrational hate-
projection which has so long afflicted the
western world.

Elsewhere in the book, Dr. Van den
Haag deals with the potentially explosive
question of whether Jews are more in-
telligent than other people. His most in-
teresting remarks in this regard deal with
genetic continuity and patterns of
breeding. He points out that for a period of
perhaps one thousand years, the best
minds in the Christian world entered the
priesthood; pledged to celibacy, they
failed to reproduce, thus impoverishing
the gene pool and lowering the general

Shocking racial remarks, alleg-
edly showing minority inferiority,
from that once serious journal of
UCSD ,/egetarians:

’Last Spring twenty per-
cent of the first year stu-
dents at the UCSD Medical
School failed to pass their
written final exams. All of
those who failed were min-
ority students...’

Crazy Times

Free enterprise rears its ugly
head at the ’Crazy Times’:

(an advertisement)’Cruise
on in to Expresso City (Muir
Snack Bar) and pick up on
some coffee.’

Paul Kaufman
Why do stu~lents cheat on exams?

The worldly-wise A.S. President,
Paul Kaufman, finds the real vii-
lain:

’The University structure is
a major cause of student
chealing.’

Herbert Marcuse
Herr Professor on Spiro Agnew:

’You can’t take this man
seriously. He hasn’t read
any of my books. He knows
nothing.’

Crazy Times
The simon-pure ’Crazy Times’

tells of terrible goings on at the
Communications Board.

’Statements by Paul Saltman
(Revelle provost)....are
clearly an attempt to intim-
idate the Communicat-
ions Board.’

(Can you IMAGINE anybody trying
,~to intimidate the Comm. Board?

Not the ’Crazy Time~’ certainly.)

UCSD Students for Muskie

Humor from the local Pole-
boosters :

’The Presidential contender
most favored by college stu-
dents is Senator Edmund
Muskie.’

TRITON TIMES

Brilliant news prediction from a
’Tf’ editorial:

’Mounting protests through-
out the nation are forcing
President Nixon to halt the
(hmchltka) test.’

Kathy Esty

Kathy Esty, abortion fighter, re-
veals all:

’Because of the restrictive
abortion laws in the U.S.
today, 1,000 women are fo-
rced to criminal abortion-
ists each year and because
of this, at least four women
die each day from abortions.’
(Psst. Kathy, four times 365
days equals 1460p which is
more than the 1,000 you say
visited the abortionists.)

Crazy Times

Brilliant and relevant socialanal-
ysis from the local organ of the
Council oa Foreign Relations:

’TV viewers in Guatemala
get a steady diet of stereo-
typical life of the wealthy
and middle classes of Mex-
ico and the U.S.’

Manuel de Jesus Hernandez

The former editor of’ThirdWorld’
makes a stirring call for Chicano
unity:

’ Mrs. Banuelos belongs to the
old breed of Mexican-Amer-
Ican, the kind that build their
business enterprises in the
Barrio by exploiting Chi-
canos, green card holders
and illegal aliens.’

Cool and calm replies to criti-
cisms of Third Collegn,as reported
in the Triton Times:

Tommy Calimee

(to a Triton Times editor)

’You mcther f ..... s didn’t tell
me you were running Sills’
story. You’re lucky some of
the brothers didn’t come by
and f..k up the TRITON
TIMES office.’

Carol Mills

In a letter to the Triton Times:

’I had not realized that the
anti-intellectualism of Ag-
newism had permeated to
such an extent.’

Sheila Roberts

In a column in the Tritoa Times:

’The dog (Third College crit-
ics) is barking louder and
loader and a muzzle has to
be put on in order that he
may not disturb others. It
is our duty as a minority
group (Third College stu-
dents) to seize these dogs...’

Memorable quotes from the Com-
munications Board Follies:

Mike Kessel
’Crazy Time~’ irlend Mike Kessel,
a Comm. Board member, glvescon-
structive criticism of the Triton
Times:

’Maybe the students want a
rag sheet.’

Belinda Morton

A.S. President Paul Kuafman ap-
ppointee, Belinda M~rton, makes
just one thing perfectly clear:

’I have no biases.’

intelligence level of Christian Europe.
Meanwhile, back in the ghetto, the best
Jewish minds, entering the rabbinate and
heeding the Divine command to "be
fruitful and multiply," did just that and
enriched the Jewish community with great
numbers of intellectually superior off-
spring--this, steadily raising the average
Jewish I.Q. level.

Decay
Having dealt with the sensitive issue of

Jewish intellectual superiority, the author
moves on to a question of almost equal
volatility--~hat of the Jews and the radical
left. His psychological treatment of the
question of Jewish political behavior is as
clear, as honest, and as accurate as any I
have ever read. He is careful to define the
exact nature of the problem:

Although few Jews are radicals,
very many radicals are Jews : out of
one hundred Jews, five may be
radicals, but out of ten radicals, five
are likely to be Jewish. Thus it is
incorrect to say that a dispropor-
tionate number of Jews are radicals
but quite correct to say that a
disproportionate number of radicals
are Jews.

Van den Haag concludes his book with a
lament for the "vanishing Jews" of
America. His statistics on Jewish rates of
intermarriage (rising) and birth
{declining) will give pause to readers
concerned wilh Jewish survival; but, at
the same time, it is difiicult to imagine
lhal a people who resisted and outlasted
Nineveh. Babylon and Rome will finally be
deslroyed by Scarsdale

Rut, regardless of what the future holds,
there are certainly enough Jews around at
the moment to make this book a best-
seller--and if the Jews don’t do it, the
gentiles will. because "you don’t have to
be Jewish to enjoy" Van den Haag’s The
Jewish Mystlqoe. Pick it up and, in the
deathless words of Jennie Grossinger,
"hearty appetite!"

Micl,ael Kogan

Michael S. Koran is a graduate fellow
in religious philosophy at Syracuse
University. His educational back-
ground includes Columbia University.
The Jewish Theological Seminary of
America and The New School for
Social Research.

Tidbits.
by Nora Oily

Julian Bond, the young, black,
Democratic Georgia state
senator who was nominated
for the vice-presidency at
his party’s national conven-
tion tn 1968, told the ’At-
lanta Constitution:’ ’The
question is: Is the United
States ready for a Polish
President? Certainly I have
no prejudice in this regard
and I would not object to a
Polish President, but could
we elect a Polish President
in the U.S. right now. I won-
der’ ..... This has been gen-
erally ignored in all the flur-
ry about Senator Muskie’s
opinion that a Negro for VP
would not help either nation-
al ticket next year: The Sen-
ator said the same thing
to a group of black leaders
in Atlanta five months ago
and nobody paid any atten-
tion to it at the time...Sen-
ator Edward Kennedy,touring
Europe to study the social-
ized medicine plans of var-
ious countries, spent a tot-
al of three and a half hours
in Denmark, prompting Cop-
enhagen’s biggest news-
paper, ’Berlingski Tidende’,
to question how much the
Senator could learn about
that Country’s medical plan
in such a short time...
I dreamed I could wear a
M’.ddenfor m bra~Twiggy...
Smokey the Bear is a hairy
boy Scout...In India that war
between Gold Spot, the Indian
orange drink sensation, and
Coca-Cola reached even into
the august Praliament when
leftist memb~.rs demanded
to know why the government
had not at least nationalized
the American Corporation’s
mammoth syrup works in that
country’s...The National Or-
ganization for Women ob-

served Women Achieve
Week this summer but re-
frained from calling a mas-
sive strike similar to last
year’s strike which paral-
yzed the nation...In other ac-
tivities of Women’s Lib, the
national president of the Wo-
men’s Christian Temperance
Union, Mrs. Fred J. Tooze,
divulged to an execu=
five session of the World
Women’s Temp.~rance Union
that last year, Americans

spent $2.5 million an hour
on demon rum. Women’s A-
chievement Week failed to
receive W.C.T.U. support...
in Spivey’s Corner, North
Carolina, Mr. Paul E= Park-
er,80, was defeated by Mr.
Leonard Goodwin, 67, in the
Third National Hollerin’
Contest. Mr. Goodwln blasted
a verse of the hymn,’Amaz-
ing Grace,’ ending with an
extraordinary corn shucking
yell ..... ’ The American
Dreamer’is rated Z...Con-
gratulations to the Four
Freshmen of Argo 620 for
setting a new long distance
record (their $194 phone bill
for the first month .........
A recent article in the San
Diego Union points out that
UCSD upends $99.3 million
per year and has 6200 stu-
dents. For those of you with
a non-mathematical bent
that works out to be approx-
imately $16,000 per year per
student. Never underes-
timate the power of research,
no matter what its AMES.
.... The same article states
that more than 25 percent
of this present crop of 6200
are majoring in biology, or
plan to do so. Is this a case
of over-reaction?

This quarter’s Angela Davis-
sawed=off shotgun award, has
been given to Prof, Herbert
Marcuse ................

WITH GRUNDI@, HEARIN@ I$ mLIEVIN@I
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The Bootblack Stand my office complaining of how the
police objected to students carrying
handguns and ammunition together in
their kars. I am in a terribly ner-
vous state, and Dutch is pretty
upset too. My days at Pugwash
seem like a dream!

Very sincerely yours,
A concerned UCSD scholar

Dear ’scholar’:
Since you have chosen anonymity

I will not reveal your name, though
DIMENSION is proud to announce the you will remember me from Pug-
acquisition of a regular feature column wash. Ah, to be in Yugoslavia in
from The Alternative News Service. "The the summer!
Boo.lack Stand" Is the child of the prize- I am sorry to hear of your
winning political scientist Dr. George recent difficulties. But, I think I
Washington Plankitt. Now retired from have the solution to your mostpres-
active politics, Dr. Plunkitt has sing crisis.
consented, through this column, to advise Simply follow the shining exam-
American statesmen in this time of pie of your predecessor, Dr. MeGill.
troubles, All correspondence should be When militants took over the Reg-
addressed to The Bootblack Stand, e.o lstrar’s Office, be granted them
The Establinhment, R.R. 11, Box ~, complete amnesty. The gentlemen at
Bloanington, Indiana, 47401, Continental Third College are merely looking
USA. to make a little political smoke, and

Dear Mr. Plunkitt:
Just two short years ago I was

a happy Pugwash booster with not
a care in the world. Then, in a
moment of weakness, I agreed to
be the interim Chancellor at UCSD
until a permanent Chancellor could
be found. Imagine my horror when
It took some two years to find a
successor!

Most of the time I have avoid-
ed controversy by keeping my mouth
shut, staying in my office, and let-
ting George Do It. But, of late,
some of those people at Third College
have been after me.About 40 per-

are not concerned with you. I rec-
commend you appoint a Committee
to Study the Situation.

--GWP

Dear Mr. Plunkltt:
I was happy, a few months ago,

to retain your column for my news-
paper. Since then, however, it has
been the subject of numerous com-
plaints.

The most serious of these con-
cerned your recent letter from a

you metaphorically compared him to
Senator John Tunney. The complaint
said that this was disgusting and an
insult. Could you please comment?

Very sincerely yours,
Jim Sills

Managing Editor
DIMENSION newspaper

Dear Mr. Sills:
’Metaphorically’, my, what big

words you use. Stop listening to
that psuedo-intellectual girl with
the cork sole shoes! Do you want
to end up in her condition? Pull
yourseff together man! Next thing
you know you’ll be dancing in the
middle of the afternoon and God
knows what else.

As to your question, I must agree
with the complaint; it was an un-
fair insult to his character. I
have had a turnkey friend of mine
deliver my personal apologies to
Mr. Manson.

--GWP

Dear Mr. Plunkitt:
Like why is it every time i

try to go to church or something
a bunch of Neo-McCarthyites claim
I am associated with COMMUNISTS,
you know? I mean that while on my
recent fact finding tour of South
Vietnam I was merely doing a little
heavy rapping with a few antigovern-
ment and antiwar idealists and the
fascist pigs tried to bust the place,
you know what I mean? Real frea-
ky. And the place was a church!
What gets into people? Why do they
always have to resort to name cal-
lng and a~ hominem arguments?

Yours for a better World,
Senator George M Govern

sons of color confronted me near Mr. Charles Manson, whereto (Continued on Page 3)

BECAUSE YOU SLEPT
in an

ADJUST-A-BED~

You will awaken completely re-
freshed... More relaxed thnn you
could ever realize...
Investipto this better way to read
in bed---Moro comfort to watch TY
---and restfully sleep.

ImY IT FOR YOUIU~L/
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Featuring your ,4.S. President and his Queen

""y.~ goodness, Paul, why

are they so against us?"

:’f~ey, Sue, C.EN that "Good Boy"

DIMENSION, Decembor 1, 1971

"Oh, did I tell you about my triu

read all about it in this weeks’

DI’[ENSION issue. They printed it on


